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“Replicants are like any other machine, they're either a benefit or a hazard... If they're a benefit,
it's not my problem.” (Deckard to Rachel, “Blade Runner”,1982)
There exists an epistemological controversy on the validity -or benefits- of Agent-Based
Social Simulation (ABSS) methodologies as an approach to knowledge, and to providing sound
results for social sciences research. Computer simulations come to a bigger accessibility starting
from the decade of the ninety, coinciding with microcomputer's extension of use, although first
experiments can be identified from the seventies [1]. The scientific debates held until now will
sketch a panorama where it stress a) a few highlight topics [2] [3] [4] and b) an internal breakup
within ABSS practitioner's community [5] [6]. We aim to expose in a systematic way these match
points for an ordered discussion. We defend that ABSS practices could bring some benefits to
Social Sciences research, so regarding artificial or simulated societies, if they're a benefit, it IS our
problem.
Simulation in social sciences implies a set of methodologies with a vast potential, both for
the modelling and the comprehension of social processes, and it proves to be pertinent when there is
a need for analysing dynamic social systems, with complex emerging results starting from the
interaction between multiple agent behaviours [7]. However, the high complexity of a such a
system can happen as from a comparatively simple elementary activity [8], so there is no need to
build a complicated simulation to model a complex object system.
Simulations allows the generation of artificial agents with attributes adjusted to the real
world, with bounded rationality, the capability of emotions and pro-activity [9]. So that a “model of
human beeing” is implied in the debate [10], but research about agents and their interactions comes
across included within the theory of complexity. In ABSS, agents can be individuals, institutions,
organizations or countries, as well of rules, norms, resources or even some cognitive contents. The
interactions that carry out simulated agents necessarily are not linear in respect of causality. In most
of the cases, these agents are changeable in time -they coevolve with the whole system- and they
appear to be reactive to his environment, so that attempting to establish a mathematical solution, by
means of equations that may gather up all this information, proves to be extremely complicated. Is
at this point where ABSS has evidenced to be best-suited for the formalization of social theories
[11] [12].
Therefore, simulation approach seems to be a matter of formalization for social phenomena.
A number of practitioners defend that position, and it could be argued that some of the benefits of
ABSS are related to the “fine-grain” attention during the abduction/retroduction phase of research
process. A second position, that we discuss later, is that simulation is essentially a substitute for
experimentation, so it really shines in the inductive phase of research.
Of course, these are not incompatible positions. Regarding formalization of social
phenomena, what does allow computational programming (ABSS), with respect to mathematical
techniques? In short: larger concretion, less abstraction and, specially, it permits us examining more
expressive details by means of pseudo-experiments. A simulation run of a computer program allows
to treat, more easily than equation systems, the processes that do not entail a well-established order,
or even with some sort of concurrent or parallel causality. Another advantage for the use of
simulations is than a modular program can be build with relative ease to permit us establishing
changes of initial parameters without need to reprogram everything again, or even changing certain
parts of the program; but mathematical formalization lacks that peculiarity. This kind of techniques

permits the forging of simulation systems that envisage the possibility of highly heterogeneous
agents. Prediction of social phenomena proves to be extremely unlikely, not just because of nonlinear aggregate behaviours, but also because any “publicity” of social prognosis can affect itself
the future development of the system per se [1]. So, it could never be leave out of account than the
outcome that one gets from the ABSS procedures can not be consider solutions -as in an AI expert
system simulator-, but merely we can refer to them like pseudo-experimental evidences -as data
output generated in laboratory conditions-. So that there is a still an open debate about the suitable
use of the ABSS approach: prospective solutions, or experimental toolbox?
Most of simulations in social science research are build-up from a set of agents programmed
with relatively simple behavioural rules and attributes. What really proves to be interesting is the
analysis of the aggregated and complex behaviour of agents when we put them to interact [1] [9].
Simulation can help us in the quest of emergence of particular tendencies or behavioural patterns
that are recurring, the same way that in the elucidation of the existence of dominant strategies.
Should be noted that all these mentioned goals pertain to the core of social investigation [13] [5].
In a similar way than the classical debates referring to human agency [14], within the AI's
domain when becomes reference to agents there is not a common consensus definition. The term is
used to describe those autonomous programs that can control its own actions based in the
perceptions of his operative environment [15]. So, depending on the set of properties foreseen while
programming, agents can be categorized into the following -not necessarily excluding- categories:
a) Agents with autonomy, competent to operate under the regulation of his own actions; b) Agents
with social capability, able to interact with another agents; c) Agents with re-activity, able to
perceive his environment and to react to it; d) Agents with pro-activity, that not only can react to his
environment but they have the capacity to establish an initiative to pursuing an objective [16].
ABSS methodology allows the design of intelligent agents at such a “micro-level” of detail
that both qualitative and quantitative approach can be easily setting up simultaneously. As a matter
of fact, simulation experiments with ABSS models are a third way to traditional methods of access
to knowledge: not fully inductive nor fully deductive [17]. The aim of ABSS to incorporate the best
part of both induction and deduction is completed with the alleged claim that it can help intuition
through pseudo-experiments that can reveal generative or emerging properties otherwise called
second-order effects [18]. This “bridge” status claims for a more in deep epistemological debate.
As a conclusion, we can highlight three relevant aspects of ABSS practices: a) unavoidably
calls for the detailed specification of “model of human been” needed to design the basic agents; b)
offers us the opportunity to represent and generate the complex dynamics of social change
processes in a not-complicate and generative way; c) allow us to establish both a micro-level of
analysis (making comprehensible the attributes and individual's behaviours) and a macro-level of
analysis (extracting the global properties of the whole social system).
The implications of ABSS simulation approach over truth and knowledge access, causality,
the status of scientific theories, dynamics of complexity, or human nature specification makes it a
fertile playground for the epistemic debate. The consideration of the benefits at the abductive phase
of research could bring new insights into relevance and methods for generating sound hypothesis
-in a “explosive” way, like mutation and crossover biological mechanisms-, while the consideration
of the benefits at the inductive phase of research -mainly “evaluative”, like the natural selection
interaction process itself- could bring new light to the role of experiments in research practices.
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